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Abstract
Although the v-Support Vector Machine,
v-SVM,(SchSlkopfet al., 2000) has the advantage of using a single parameter v to
control both the numberof support vectors
and the fraction of marginerrors, there are
two issues that prevent it from being used
in many real world applications. First,
unlike the C-SVMthat allows asymmetric
misclassification cost, v-SVMuses a symmetric misclassification cost. While lower
error rate is promoted by this symmetric
mi.qclassification cost, it is not alwaysthe
preferred measure in many applications.
Second, the additional constraint from vSVMmakesits training more difficult. Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO)algorithms that are very easy to implement
and scalable to very large problems do not
exist in a good form for v-SVM.In this paper, we proposed two new v-SVMformulations. These formulations introduce means
to control the misclassification cost ratio
betweenfalse positives and false negative,
while preserving the intuitive parameter
v. Wealso propose a SMOalgorithm for
the v-SVMclassification problem. Experiments show that our new v-SVMformulation is effective in incorporating asymmetric misclassification cost, and the SMOalgorithm for v-SVMis comparable in speed
to that for C-SVM.
1. Introduction
The performance of hard margin Support Vector
Machine(SVM)(Vapnik, 1999) is vulnerable to
outliers in the training data. The C-style soft mar-

gin Support Vector Machine (C-SVM)was proposed
by Cortes and Vapnik (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995)
address this robustness issue. A slack variable ~i
that measures how much a training example fails
to have a given functional margin from the decision
hyperplane (w, b) is introduced, and C~in=l ]]~i]]p
is added to primal cost function to allow for the
possibility of having a training error. This C-SVM
formulation has since been proven to be successful in manypractical pattern recognition problems
including handwritten character recognition (Vapnik, 1999) and text classification (Joachims, 1998;
Joachims, 1999; Lewis, 2001). The parameter C determines the trade-off betweentwo conflicting goals:
minimizing the training error and maximizing the
margin. Unfortunately, C is a rather unintuitive parameter that we have no a priori wayto select, therefore time consumingmethodslike cross-validation or
leave-one-out are normally used.
A v-SVM formulation
has been proposed by
SchSlkopf et ai (SchSlkopf et al., 2000) to address
this problem. In this formulation, instead of C, a
parameter y is used to control the trade-off between
the larger margin and smaller training error. The
parameter v is an upper bound on the fraction of
training margin errors and lower boundon the fraction of support vectors. With probability approaching 1, asymptotically, v equals both the fraction of
support vectors and fraction of training margin errors. A training margin error occurs whena training
examplefails to have the specified functional margin
(i.e. its correspondingslack variable is not zero).
Although the v-SVMhas the advantage of having an
intuitive parameter to tune, two problems prevent
it from being applied to manypractical problems.
First, v-SVMformulation uses a uniform misclassification cost. While uniform misclassification cost
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results in a minimization of error rate, lower error
rate is not always the most important goal in many
cases. There are also applications where the uniform
misclassification cost doesn’t makesense, for example, spare filtering. This problem is first touched
upon in (Chewet al., 2001) with introduction of separate misclassification cost C+, C_ along with v. We
will show only one additional parameter is needed.
Second, the dual problem of v-SVMis more complicated than that of the C-SVM.Due to the additional
constraint in its dual form, those large scale SVM
training algorithms (namely decomposition method
light and SMO)c~nnot be used on v-SVM
like ~VM
training. The lack of efficient training algorithm on
large data sets makeit impractical to be applied to
manyreal world problems.

and recall, can be optimized. Experiments showour
SMOfor #u-SVMtraining is comparable in speed to
SMOfor C-SVM.

The Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO)algorithm was first proposed by Platt (Platt, 1998), and
later enhancedby Keerthi (Keerthi et al., 1999; Shewadeet al., 2000). SMOis a special case of the decomposition method and it optimize a minimal subset of just two samples at each iteration. Since for
a working set of only two, the optimization problem can be solved analytically, there is no need to
invoke a quadratic optimizer. The working set selection method and KKTcondition testing method
are very efficient. Because of this, and also the
highly efficient working set selection and KKTcondition testing method detailed in Platt&Keerthi’s
widely available pseudo code, SMOis the easiest
training algorithm to implement. Its performance
is comparable to that of other decomposition algougm (Platt, 1998). Recently Chang
rithms like SVM
et al. (Chang & Lin, 2001) proposed a tigh~
SVM
like decomposition algorithm for u-SVMtraining.
While theoretically decomposition method subsumes
SM0,we feel it is easy to implement SMObased on
Platt&Keerthi’s description.

In the t,-SVMformulation, a uniform misclassification cost ~ is used. In practice, this is not always
desirable. First, there are manyapplications where
symmetric misctassification doesn’t makesense. For
example, in spare filtering, one typically can tolerate spare being labeled as legitimate email to some
degree, but not legitimate email being classified as
spare. To model this, usually one associates a very
high penalty to the case where email is labeled as
spare in the cost function. Furthermore, the uniform misclassification cost minimizesthe overall error rate. Applications can put their emphasis on
different performance measurements, such as precision, recall and F1 measures typically used in text
classification. Whenthere is imbalancein the training set, which is the case whenyou try to convert a
multi-class text categorization probleminto multiple
two-class text categorization problems, lower error
rate maynot guarantee preferred performance based
on different measures. In order to work with these
applications, we propose #u-SVMmachine with an
extra parameter # to control the ratio of asymmetric
misclassification cost.

:In this paper we present two new u-SVMformulations that allow us to control the ratio of misclassification cost of false positives and false negatives.
While (i) #u-SVMformulation introduces a parameter/z to the ratio of misclassification cost directly,
(ii) u+u_-SVM
does that by using separate u parameters for positive and negative examples. The connections between our formulations and the original
u-SVMare provided. Wealso modified sequential
minimal optimization (SMO)algorithm for #u-SVM
training. Text classification is used as a running example to demonstrate that by allowing the asymmetric misclassification cost, different performance
measures other than error rate, such as precision

The rest of the paper is structured as following.
In section 2, we introduce our new u-SVMformulations, their connection to the original C-SVM/t,SVMformulation, the dual problem and associated
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. The proposed SMOalgorithm for u-SVMwill be detailed in
section 3 and the computational comparison will be
provided in section 4.
2.
2.1.

New u-Support

Vector

Machines

New v-SVM formulations

Given a set of vectors (Xl,...,xm),
along with
their corresponding labels (yl,...,ym) where yl E
{+l,-1}, #u-SVMclassifier defines a hyperplane
(w, b) in mappedfeature space that separates the
training data by a margin p. The primal problem
for #u-SVMformulation is defined by the following
proposition.
Proposition 1 Given a training sample set

s =((=x,y,),...,
(=,,,,y,,,))
where Yi E {+1,-1},

the hyperplane (w,b) that
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solves the following optimization problem
111

minimize : (w . w) - up + E cu,~i
i=1

subject

to : yi((w’xil+b)

> p-~i

~i >_ 0, i = 1,... ,m
realizes the soft margin hyperplane with functional
,U
margin p defined by #u-SVM. Here c+i = ,um++m_
1
and c-i - t~m++rn_
’ m+,rn_ denote the number of
positive and negative examples. The # is the ratio
of misclassification cost betweenthe false negatives
andfalse positives.

misclassification cost is equivalent to fixing u+/u_.
Thus, there is an equivalent formulation that use
u+,u_ instead of #, u.
Proposition 3 Given a training sample set

s=
where Yi E {+1,-1}, the hyperplane (w,b) that
solves the following optimization problem

minimize

: (w.w)

- u+u_p+ ~cu~i
i=1

subject to :

yi((w" Xi)

-Jr

b)

~ p -

~i > O,i = 1,... ,m
There are several differences between our pu-SVM
realizes the soft marginhyperplane with functional
and u-SVMformulation. First, instead of the unimargin p defined by u+u_-SVM, where c+l =
form misclassification cost ~, the asymmetric misand c-1 = yL+__.
Here m+,m_ denote the number
classification costs c+l, c-1 are used, and the ratio
mbetweenc+l, c-1 is #. The specific value of c+i,c-1
of positive and negative examples, and u+ E (0, 1],
are also due to the constraint m+c+i+ m_c_i = 1.
u_ E (0, 1] are the parameters used to control the
This constraint comes from the observation that u
fraction of marginal training errors and fraction of
should take its upper bound value 1.0 when all the
support vectors for positive and negative training exsupport vectors take their upper boundvalues. Secamplesrespectively.
ond, the p > 0 constraint disappeared. This is due
to Crisp (Crisp & Burges, 1999), who shows that
2.2. Properties
of these new u-SVMs
original formulation, the p > 0 constraint is redunBoth of these two new formulations can be considdant. Discarding this constraint can actually lead
ered as a generalization of u-SVM,as # = 1 reduces
to a simpler dual problem. As with v-SVMforthe #u-SVM into u-SVM, u+m+= u_m_ reduces
mulation, parameter u replaces the parameter C to
the u+u_-SVMinto u-SVM.These new formulations
control the trade-off between the larger margin and
also reveals someinteresting characteristics of the
smaller training error. There is also an additional
solution to u-SVM.
variable p to be optimized. The variable p is the
functional margin of training set to hyperplane deProposition 4 Suppose we run v-SVM on some
fined by (w, b). The parameter v is used to control
data with the result that p > O. With probability
the importanceof functional marginin the cost func1, asymptotically, m_/m+equals the ratio between
tion: larger u results in bigger p. Moreformally, the
fraction
of training margin errors in positive and
significance of u is described in the following proponegative
examples; it also equals the ratio between
sition.
fraction of support vectors in positive and negative
examples.
Proposition 2 Suppose we run #u-SVM on some
data with the result that p > O. Let u+ =
Proof. Let v-SVMas specialization of u+v_-SVM.
,(t,m++m-) and u_ = ~’O’m++m-)Then
,urn+
~
rn’
Notice that v+ - v(m++m_)
trt.
’ and v_ = ~(m++m-)
tit_
t.
a. u+ (u_ ) is an upper boundon the fraction of poswhen # -- 1. This result follows naturally from
itive (negative) margin errors. Marginerror occurs
Proposition 2.
where£i > O.
This result further explains why v-SVMmight have
b. u+(u_) is an lower boundon the fraction of postrouble in dealing with unbalancedtraining data set.
itive (negative) support vectors.
In a SVMclassifier trained by v-SVM,the fraction
c. With probability 1, asymptotically, u+ and u_
of training marginal errors in the category with less
equals both fractions.
examples has a tendency to be bigger than that of
The proof is similar to that of proposition 7.5 on u
the category with more examples. The same is true
property in (SchSlkopf & Smola, 2002). Note that
for the fraction of support vectors. This clearly in,+ _ m_ this suggests that fixing the ratio of
dicates that more attention has been paid to the
u_
/~m+ ’
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category with more examples, and the final decision
hyperplaneis morelikely to makedecision in favor of
the category with more examples. This result also
points out # = ~++ will result in a SVMclassifier
that pays equal attention to both categories regardless of the numberof examplesthey have.
Like the v-SVM,there is a valid range for parameter
u in #u-SVM.
Proposition 5 Solution to #v-SVMwith p > 0 exists if and only if v < Urea=,where
Yrnax

=

win( 2#m+ ,
2m_ ).
#rn+ + m_ #m+ + m_

With m+,m_ denotes the number of positive
negative examples.

and

v(~,n++m_) and v_ =
Proof. Notice v+ =
~m+ ’
v(~,,++,~-) and also v+ e (0,1], v_ E (0,1]. The

doesn’t change. Hence the solution solves the CSVM problemwith d+ 1 = am++ra_
~ and C’_, =
1
Rescale the variables w, b, and f by a
~rn++m"
factor of 1/p, the result follows.
While the last result points out the way to derive
the equivalent #v-SVMfrom the corresponding CSVM,this following proposition showshowto derive
the equivalent C-SVMfrom the corresponding #vSVM.
Proposition 7 If the training of C-SVM with
asymmetric misclassifieation cost C+1, C-1 leads
to a solution al, then corresponding #v-SVMwith
v = ~ aJ(C+lm+ + C_lm_) and # = C+I/C_I
leads to same decision function.
Proof. Let w’ = wp, b’ = bp, f’ = ~p, the primal of
#v-SVM became:
tl$

minimize : (w’ . w’) - v/p + E ~,~’i/P

Er$_

result is readily followed. The range of v in the vSVM,v < 2.0min(m+,mt)/m), can be considered
as a special case when # = 1, since we also have
m = m+ + m_. Another special case occurs where
# = m_/m+: the range then became v < 1.0. The
comparison illustrates another potential problem of
original v-SVMformulation when it comes to unbalanced data set: the range of v is so small that its
ability to control these two different goals (minimizing the training error and maximizing the margin)
are greatly reduced.

i=l

subject to : yi((w’ zi ) + b’) > 1 - ~i

t

To make this equivalent to the C-SVMproblem, we
prefix v, as let # = C+1/C-1, lip = C-tm- +
C+lm+. We thus have C+1 =p(~m++m_)P
and
1
_
With
constraint
EI=I
,n
Oti
C-1
= p(~rn+ +rn_ )
-(from next proposition), the result follows.
2.3.

Dual problem and KKT conditions

The derivation of the u-SVMis similar to that of
There is a connection between our #v-SVMformulaC-SVM.The dual problem is defined as following.
tion mad C-SVMwith asymmetric misclassification
cost. This connection can be considered as a generProposition 8 Given a training sample set
alization of the connection between original v-SVM
s=
formulation and C-SVM
with uniform misclassification cost.
and suppose the parameters a* solve the following
optimization problem
Proposition 6 If training of #v-SVMleads to a som
lution with p > O, then corresponding G-SVM,where
minimize W(a) =-~ E 1celylajyj(xi"
1
P
and
C-1
=
leads
to
C+1 = p(Dm+ +Ira_)
p(#m+ +rn_ )
i,j=l
the same decision function. Here the primal of Cm
SVMis defined as:
y~ yiotl = 0
subject to
i=l

m

minimize : + c,,¢,

Cy~~ Oq>_O,i= O,...r~

i=1

subject to : yi(<w" xi) + b) > 1 - fi
fi > 0,i = 1,-." ,m
Proof. After we get the solution to the primal
problem of #v-SVMin proposition 1, we fix p to
minimizethe remaining variable ai, b, ~i, the result

i=1

then the weight vector w* = )-~i=1m yiolixi realizes
the maximal weighted soft margin hyperplane defined by Izv-SVM. Where c+1 = #rn++rn_
t,
and e-t =
1
#rn++m_

"
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Compared with dual problem of C-SVM,there are
twodifferences. First, linear term ~--]4~=t~ no longer
appears in the cost function. Second,there is an additional constraint which makes training of u-SVM
more complicated. Despite these differences, strong
connection between u-SVMand C-SVMhas been revealed in a number of studies (Sch51kopf &Smola,
2002; Crisp & Burges, 1999; Chang& Lin, 2001).
The KKTconditions in this case are therefore as
follows:
Oq[yi((Xi

" W) Jr"

b) - p + ~i]
~i(ot i - ey,)

= O,
= O,

i=l,...,n
i=l,...,n

This implies that samples with non-zero slack can
only occur when ai = cw. Samples for which cut >
ai > 0 have an effective weighted margin of p/l[wll
from the hyperplane (w*, b*). The threshold b* and
margin parameter p can be computed as

maxy,=-i

3. Modification
#v-SVM

((W*"

xi)

2
minu;=+t (w°. xj)

of the

SMO for

SM0can be easily adapted to one class u-SVM
(SchSlkopf & Smola, 2002) since there is only one
equality constraint in its dual problemand one variable (functional margin) under optimization in its
KKTcondition testing. Howeverthere are two problems when one tries to use the SMOto train a two
class pu-SVM.First, there is an additional equality
constraint. Second, with both functional margin and
bias subject to optimization, howto test KKTcondition for each pattern efficiently becomesa problem.
Wewill address these two issues in the following two
subsections.
3.1. Observe two equality

constraints

The dual problem of C-SVMhas one linear equality constraint: Y~i~l yiai = 0. This suggests that
for a workingset of size 2, if at each step, we have
y 1otnew
. ^.old , we will not vit 4- ..1t2oLnew
2 = ylO~td -4-/]2tx
2
olate the equality constraint. This is not true anymore for the u-SVMwhen Yl 7~ Y2, the equality
m 12~
constraint }-’~4=o
i = u will be violated. To reveal
the structure of these two equality constraints, we

rewrite them as following.
O~
i ----- --

2

yi=+l

2

O:i ----- --

2

yi=--I

This different viewof the equality constraints reveals
that the Lagrangemultipliers for positive examples
should be updated with that of the positive examples, and the Lagrangemultipliers for negative examples should be updated with that of the negative
examples. The smallest set of patterns that can be
optimizedtogether is still 2.
3.2.

KKT conditions

Test

Weturned the additional equality constraint into a
constraint on the way the working sets are formed.
Nowwe need to derive an efficient way to test KKT
condition for each pattern. As Keerthi pointed out
(Keerthi et al., 1999), a better KKTcondition testing methodnot only helps in the pathological cases,
but also speeds up the convergence for more general
cases.

Westart the discussion by introducing some notam
tions. Let Gi = ~j=t
c~jyjK(xi,xj),
Ei = Gib + Yi. The KKTcondition for a pattern xi can be
reformulated by considering these different cases.

0

oq=O ~
Yi(Gi-b-yip)
>0
=ff
<~ O~i < iCy
Yi(Gi -- b - YiP) = 0
oti =eyi ~ yi(Gi - b - YiP) < O

(1)
(2)
(3)

Define bpr = b+p, and bnr = b-p, and define index
sets based on their ~ values and target label:
Io It -=
I2 =
/3 I4 =-

{i : O < ai < cu,}
{i:yi=q-l,~i=O}
{i:yi=-l,oq--cul}
{i:yi=+l,~i=0}
{i : yi = -l,o~i = c~,}

Since the examplesfrom same class will be optimized
together, the KKTconditions can be rewritten as
Gi
Gi

> bnr, i e Io UIt
<_ bnr, i e Io UI3

for Yi = +1, and
Gi >_ bpr,
Gi < bpr,

ieIoUh
ieloUh
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for Yi = -1. Define

4.1.

b~rup

= min(Gi: i e I0 U I1)
bnrlow = max(Gi: i ¯ Io U I3)
for Yi = +1, and
bprup

-~

bprlo w ----

min(Gi
: i ¯ Io UI2)
max(G~
: i ¯ Io Uh)

for y~ = -1. The KKTcondition implies bprup
bprlow and bnrup > bnrlow. For each pattern,
the KKTcondition can now be tested without the
knowledgeof b and p. For example, for Yl -- +1, the
following can be used to test KKTcondition.
G~>_bnrzo~: i ¯ Io U11
Gi ~_ bnrup : i ¯ Io U I3

The similar results can be derived for the patterns
where Yi = -1. Note that in the actual implementation, to ensure the numericalstability, a small tolerance parameter is introduced in each of these tests.
It can be shownthat the analytical solution of working set of two is the same, despite that the cost
function in the dual problem of v-SVMis different
from that of the C-SVM.At each optimization step,
IE1 -Fal can nowbe replaced by ]G1 -G2], thus the
knowledge of b is not needed. Again, we can keep
the Gi in a cache for these patterns that are not at
boundary to speed up the computation.
3.3.

TwoVariations

In line with what Keerthi (Keerthi et al., 1999) has
suggested, there are two ways of picking up the pair
to optimize whenthe loop is over I0 only.
Method1. Loopthrough all the i2 ¯ I0. For each i2,
check the optimality and if violated, choose il based
on whichindex set it belongs to (This is essentially
the same as Keerthi’s method1. The only difference
now is that examples should be chosen from same
class to ensure the equality constraint).
Method 2. Always work with the worst violating
pairs for each class. Morespecifically, at each step,
optimize one pair of positive examplesand one pair
of negative examplesas long as there are violations
in both positive and negative examples.

4. Experiments
Experiments are conducted in two separate parts to
test the effectiveness of our new v-SVMformulation
in (i) dealing with an unbalanced data set and (ii)
the efficiency of our SMOtraining algorithm.

Effectiveness

of new u-SVMs

For empirical evaluation of our new SVMformulations, we select text categorization as our running
examples since most text categorization problems
have unbalanced training data set and higher F1
measureinstead of lower error rate are normally preferred. Weused standard text classification data set:
"ModApte"split of Reuters-21578 data set (Yang
Liu, 1999). The data set has a training set of 7,769
documents,and a test set of 3,019 documents,all in
90 categories. The effectiveness of C-SVM
is proven
by many studies (Yang & Liu, 1999; Joachims,
1998; Joachims, 1999; Lewis, 2001) to have state-ofthe-art performanceon the text categorization problems. Proposition 6 and proposition 7 further point
out that #v-SVMis equivalent to C-SVM.Thus the
main objective of our empirical study here is to show
that our new formulations can provide some guidance on parameter selection so that at least some
extensive parameter tuning procedures can be saved.
Although v can be used to control the fraction of
training errors, there are no knownprincipled ways
to predetermine v for any given learning task. Since
F1 measure emphasizes equally both recall and precision, from Proposition 2, we know # = m+/mwould lead to good F1 measures since equal attention has been paid to both positive and negative examples. To test whether this is true, we fixed v, ran
experiments with two different # values: 1.0 (corresponding to original v-SVM), m+/m_(to optimizing F1 measure). Smaller v is required for categories
with less positive examples by original v-SVMformulation, but it is also morelikely to run into the
over-fitting problem. In this experiment we choose
0.004. This may not be the optimal value for v in
terms of F1 measure, but we will have enough categories to work with using both/~ settings, yet the
over-fitting problemis not hurting the result. Since
experiments show that for categories with larger
number (more than 120 in this study) of positive
examples, the performance differences between two
# values can be ignored, only results from 37 categories (with numberof positive training examples
between 16 and 120) are shownhere.
Figure 1 plots the two F1 measures versus the category rank. Categories are ranked in the descending
order based on the number of positive examples in
the training set. It showedthat asymmetricmisclassification cost with p = m_/m+leads to better F1
measure on most categories, and the improvementis
bigger on the categories with less positive training
examples. Actual F1 measure on selected categories
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Figure 1. F1 measureversus category rank
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1
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21
36

p/n num
111/7658
75/7694
37/7732
16/7753

org F1
0.788732
0.597403
0.656250
0.289855

our F1
0.788732
0.613333
0.705882
0.540541

Figure 2. F1 measureson selection categories

are shownin Figure 2. Further studies also support
this observation.
4.2.

Efficiencies

of SMOfor v-SVM

Since previous studies have shownthat SMOis one
of fastest SVMtraining algorithms (Platt, 1998;
Keerthi et al., 1999), we simply need to compareour
SMOfor u-SVM(two variations: nueasl, nueas2)
with SMOfor C-SVM(again two variations: ceasl,
ceas2). To do that, we implemented both the
Keerthi improved version SMOsfor C-SVMand our
SMOsfor u-SVM. To make the result comparable,
Proposition 6 and Proposition 7 are used to select

6

SS

7

7~

¯

aS

Figure
3. training time versus dataset size

Figure4. training time versus different u

parameters so that C-SVMand #u-SVMlead to the
samedecision function (thus, same support vectors).
Westudied the efficiency of our/zu-SVMunder different u, and training set size. The data sets used
in this experiments are randomlyconstructed from a
larger USPSset. Note that the same tolerance value
is used across the experiments and the training time
is very muchdependent on this tolerance value.
Figure 3 plots training time of four SMOsimplementations on six data sets, each doubledin size. It
is a log-log plot of training time versus dataset size.
It is clear our SMO
methodsare faster whenthe data
set is large enough. This is due to the fact that SMO
for u-SVMcan be considered as the sum of two separate SMOfor C-SVMproblem with half the size;
this is also due to the empirical result that SMOs
are
scaling as N1’9 (Platt, 1998). Furthermore, unlike
the SMOfor C-SVM,the second variation is always
slower than the first variations in SMOfor u-SVM.
The reason is that we have to stop optimization on
the unboundas as soon as violations disappear in
either positive or negative examples. If we stop the
optimization of the unboundas only whenthere are
no violations in both positive and negative examples,
numerical experiments show that the algorithm may
not converge.
Figure 4 plots the effect of different u on the training
time. Here the dataset is fixed, the training time is
shownwith 11 different u values, each doubled from
the previous. The experiments show again that our
SMOfor u-SVMis comparable in performance to
SMOfor C-SVM,and variation 1 of SMOfor u-SVM
outperforms variation 2 of SMOfor u-SVM.In the
meantime,the training time of our SMOstays rather
flat whenits constraint increases from 0.000195 to
0.2; the training time of SMOfor the corresponding
C-SVM
increased a lot whenits constraint goes from
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21.08 down to 0.017. This suggests that our SMO
for v-SVMis very robust in term of u.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, wefirst pointed out the potential problems of the original v-SVMformulation on the unbalanced training data set. Wethen proposed two new
SVMformulations that allow asymmetric misclassification cost: #u-SVM
controls ratio of misclassification cost directly, u+u_-SVM
does that by using
a separate v (controls both the fraction of margin
training error and fraction of support vectors) for
positive and negative examples. These new formulations combine the strength from both the C-SVM
and v-SVM:they allow asymmetric misclassification
cost while retaining the intuitive parameter u. Experiments in text classification showthat our new
formulations not only have the capacity for better
performance on unbalanced data sets, but also provide guidance on parameter selection so that better
performance can be achieved without expensive parameter tuning process.
Wealso proposed a SMOalgorithm for v-SVMformulations. By pairing up patterns from the same
class into workingset of size 2, both equality constraints can be observed. By maintaining and updating four threshold/margin parameters, we are able to
derive an efficient wayof checking KKTcondition for
each pattern without the knowledgeof b and p. Following Keerthi’s suit, we proposed two variations on
howthe working set is picked when we focus on the
patterns that are not at boundary. Numerical experiments show that our SMOalgorithm for u-SVM
training is comparable to Keerthi’s improved SMO
algorithm for C-SVM.The introduction of these new
u-SVMformulations and the SMOalgorithm for uSVMis expected to help researchers to adopt the
u-SVMformulations in different applications.
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